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Abstract
We give an analysis of the spin-weighted Green's functions in a conical space. We
apply these results in the case of a straight cosmic string and in the Rindler space in
order to determine generally the Euclidean Green's functions for the massless spin-
1
2
eld and for the electromagnetic eld. We give also the corresponding Green's
functions at zero temperature. We disagree with previous works.
A conical space is an Euclidean space with a conical-type line singularity which can be


















in a coordinate system (; '; x
i
), i = 1; : : : ; n   2, such that  > 0 and 0  ' < 2, the
hypersurfaces ' = 0 and ' = 2 being identied. Metric (1) is characterized by a constant
B supposed strictly positive; it reduces to the Euclidean metric for B = 1.
In the massless case, the spin-weighted Green's functions G
(s)
, s being integer or half-























































is the usual Laplacian operator. For s half-integer, we suppose that G
(s)
is
antiperiodic in ' with period 2 and for s integer that G
(s)
is periodic in ' with period

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2. We impose that G
(s)















The spin-weighted Green's functions can be directly related to the Green's function D

of the Laplacian operator for metric (1), i.e. equation (2) with s = 0, having the following
conditions of periodicity in the coordinate '
D


























































) s = 0;1; : : : (4)
We point out that D

depends only on the fractional part of , denoted  such that
0   < 1. Henceforth, we write  = []. A detailed analysis of the Green's function D

has been done by Guimar~aes and Linet [2]. In consequence, the study of the spin-weighted
Green's functions G
(s)
results immediately from relations (4).
Equation (2) appears in the study of the eld theories on the spacetime of a straight


































in polar vierbein e

a







































Similar formulas with s = 2 exist for the linearized gravitational perturbations. Now, we
have determined D


















sinh  [cosh(=B)  cos('  '
0
)]
with  = [] (8)





























in terms of B by formulas (5)
and (6). For a cosmic string the physical value of B is such that B  1. In this case
[1=2   B=2] = 1=2   B=2 and [B] = B and then S
E
reduces to the result of Frolov and
Serebriany [3] and G
E
0
to the one of Allen et al [5].
Another physical case is the one of the eld theories at nite temperature T on the






















) such that  > 0 and 0   < 2. To analyse these
theories, it is necessary to know the spin-weighted Green's functions antiperiodic in  for
s half-integer and periodic in  for s integer, the period being  = 1=kT . The equivalence
with the previous problem is obtained by setting
 =  and ' =
2





















sinh  [cosh(2=)  cos(2(   
0
)=)]
with  = []
(12)
and also formulas (4)
G
(s)










) s = 1=2;3=2; : : :
G
(s)










) s = 0;1; : : : (13)



















































After some calculations, we see that (14) gives for   2 the known result [6]. For the






















































giving for   2 the known result [7].
In the Rindler space, the question of the validity of the expression of the thermal Green's
functions for  > 2 is crucial because for nding the thermal average of the energy-
momentum tensor we have needed of the limit of the spin-weighted Green's functions at
3
zero temperature, i.e.  !1. For the scalar eld s = 0, we know the Euclidean Green's
function G
(0)1






























In virtue of the uniqueness of the solution, we may identify (17) with D

. Hence, we nd
the spin-weighted Green's functions G
(s)1
at zero temperature as
G
(s)1












































) s = 0;1; : : : (19)




and for the electromagnetic eld.
Several authors keep as expression of the Green's functions for any  (or B) the same
form that the one for   2 (or B  1). This letter attempts to prove this inaccuracy.
This is due to the fact that the explicit expression (8) (or (12)) is only valid for 0   < 1.
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